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Urantia has some answers. Is there times when the Bible has lost some continuity, holes that need

filling, answers just not found? Urantia fills a lot of holes. The Bible has excepted facts, politics,

justice and injustice. There are many dots not connected and some not logical occurrences. Urantia

connects some dots and opens more doors to understanding.

Over the years, I have purchased several of these books for gifts. It is not for everyone, but it is very

interesting. It's not an easy read as you might imagine. Much like the Bible, it needs to be taken in

small spurts. My son has read it twice, I am still trying to get into it!

Out of the innate-animal urge to glorify one book above all others, the 196 Books within the Urantia

Book will become the New Testament for not only this generation, but indeed our heirs in following

generations.The Age of Picsces laid one major request for all those who wished to create the New

Testament beyond John's book of Revelations,and this was in John's Dream, then in his 93rd year

at Patmos:CHAPTER 22:18-19"I warn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book:

If anyone adds anything to them, God will add to him the plagues described in this book. And if

anyone takes words away from this book of prophecy, God will take away from him his share in the



tree of life and in the holy city, which are described in this book."Thus, THE URANTIA BOOK, is

testament given unto from angelic mission (Parts I, 2, & III), or by the united midwayers of URANTIA

(PART IV, the LIFE of JESUS OF NAZARETH).This Book is Truly Epochal Revelation, which

teaches Us to live as Jesus lived, by Reveal-tion and not to live as under his LORDSHIP.

This is an older printing of The Urantia Book. There is a newer printing which also contains an

extensive index. Four stars because The Urantia Book is an extraordinary book - a must read. One

star less because this is an older printing. Newer printings are available.

Are you ready for an authoritative and "revelatory" answer to the three most important questions you

can ask?"Who am I?" "Where am I?" And, "Where am I going?"Then it's time to read The Urantia

Book, the self-proclaimed "Fifth epochally significant revelation of God to mankind on this planet,

called "Urantia"- it delivers the right stuff on why God made the universe as is, how our planet

evolved, how we got here, and a complete, yes, COMPLETE account of the life of Jesus. This book

could easily fulfill the following guarantee: If you are not completely satisfied that your spiritual

longing has been answered, your spiritual quest successful, and your true cosmic place in the

universe revealed, then you simply must read it again; because this book delivers on all it promises.

If you have ever questioned things that are unexplainable you will definitely find it in the Urantia

book. But I suggest reading areas of knowledge you are familiar with first, so you can get a better

understanding.

This is a fake book. It was invented by delusional mystics circa 1920-1960, and you should be

aware of this before you purchase it for biblical reasons. It is sad that people are so susceptible,

taking this fantasy as truth.
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